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A THIN WIN

KWANZAA

Dan LeBatard

TROPICAL LIFE, 8E

ISLAND

HIP-HOPPING
CUBAN ARTIST
DESCEMER BUENO
MAKES HIS SOLO
DEBUT WITH
BIG-NAME BACKING

The Heat’s
victory over
the Lakers
leaves a lot
to be desired

dubbed the ‘dirty bomber’ after his
arrest in 2002, poses a complex legal
challenge for the Justice Department.
BY JAY WEAVER
jweaver@MiamiHerald.com

When federal prosecutors lost a major terrorism trial against a Tampa scholar this
month, the shocking verdict raised doubts
about a terrorist case in Miami against Jose
Padilla.
Now, further complicating the criminal
case is the possible U.S. Supreme Court
review of Padilla’s detention as an ‘‘enemy
combatant.’’
Padilla, arrested in Chicago in 2002 amid
accusations that he had planned to detonate a
radioactive ‘‘dirty bomb’’ on American soil,
has been in military custody.
But after declaring Padilla an enemy combatant, the Bush administration switched its
position last month and tossed the former
Broward County resident into the criminal
justice system.
The U.S.-born Padilla, who traveled from
Broward to the Middle East allegedly for al
Qaeda training, was added to a federal indictment that claims he and others conspired to
‘‘murder, kidnap and maim persons’’ in an

beat the Los Angeles Lakers
on Sunday, the team
triumphant looked about as
lost as a winner ever could.
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ENVIRONMENT

Galápagos Islands
face a complex
stream of threats
■ Economic, political and environmental
pressures are squeezing Ecuador’s
ecologically fragile Galápagos Islands.
BY STEVEN DUDLEY
sdudley@MiamiHerald.com

AL DIAZ/MIAMI HERALD STAFF

AIR DEFENSE: Dwyane Wade of the Heat defends against the Lakers’
Kobe Bryant in Sunday’s game at AmericanAirlines Arena. The
Heat won, just barely.
■ THRILLER: GARY PAYTON, A FORMER
LAKER, STEALS THE SHOW IN HEAT
VICTORY OVER LOS ANGELES, 1D

!

MIAMIHERALD.COM: FOR A PHOTO
GALLERY FROM THE HEAT-LAKERS
GAME, CLICK ON TODAY'S EXTRAS

PUERTO AYORA, Ecuador — The town
of Puerto Ayora might be the cleanest in
Latin America. It recycles everything from
lubricants to batteries. The number of cars
allowed is limited. Birds dive into the bay to
catch the bountiful fish. And sea lions sun
themselves all around.
But Puerto Ayora has a problem: It’s in
Ecuador’s Galápagos Islands, which have an
ecosystem as fragile as the wings of a butterfly.
With its burgeoning population, an endless stream of tourists, an insatiable and powerful fishing industry and a corrupt and
unstable national government, the islands —
as Charles Darwin knew them when he visited in the 19th century and developed his
famed origin of species theory — may be
1176.000
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ALSO INSIDE

Padilla case
weaves web
of risks for
government
■ The terrorism case of Jose Padilla,

■ Though the Miami Heat

t is easy to fall for the
superficialities, the vanities,
the silliness. That’s why the
NBA put Heat-Lakers on the
Christmas Day marquee Sunday
afternoon while two dry champions — Detroit and San Antonio — had to settle for the
national undercard. It was like
watching U2 open for Jennifer
Lopez.
But glitter
and glitz blind,
and the rockstar Miami
Heat has
wrapped an
awful lot of that
IN MY OPINION
around some
pretty medioDAN
LE BATARD
cre music.
dlebatard@
That’s why
MiamiHerald.com
everyone from
Donald Trump to Trick Daddy
to A-Rod were in attendance
Sunday to watch Miami’s gasping 97-92 victory against the Los
Angeles Kobes.
At this early point in the holiday season, Miami appears to be
the colorful ribbons and packaging while Detroit appears to be
the bejeweled gift. Detroit
spanked Tim Duncan’s Spurs by
15 on Sunday while Miami had
to cover its eyes and pray that
Lamar Odom missed a late
three-pointer so wide open that
the crowd gasped because the
Heat didn’t have a defender
within two zip codes. Odom
clanked it, a holiday gift.
Toronto has one home win
this season — against Miami.
Detroit beat Toronto by 33.
Miami lost at home to Denver
while Carmelo Anthony had 41.
Detroit beat Denver, 114-89,
holding Anthony to 12. Even
with Shaquille O’Neal back,
Miami barely squeezed by a
Bulls team Detroit strangled
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WAR ON TERRORISM

HEAT 97, LAKERS 92
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TSUNAMI | ONE YEAR LATER

UP FRONT | DAY-AFTER SALE

Rebuilding advances amid chaos

BIG SALES MEAN
BARGAINS — AND LOTS
OF COMPANY AT MALL

■ Indonesia’s Aceh is a
testament of the successes —
and failures — of relief aid
spending after the tsunami.

■ Bargains will abound today, but brace

BY TIM SULLIVAN

BY MADELEINE MARR

Associated Press

mmarr@MiamiHerald.com

BANDA ACEH, Indonesia —
A year after the tsunami laid
waste to Aceh, tens of thousands of people still live in a
vast archipelago of shanty
towns made of scrap wood spit
back by the sea.
Along the coast of the Indonesian province, little remains
of villages but swampland and
ankle-high rubble. In hurriedly
built plywood barracks, survivors are jammed together in
windowless rooms.
Billions of dollars were
pledged to help the survivors of
the tsunami, which left at least
216,000 people dead or missing
and displaced more than two
million more. But many people
remain desperately frustrated.

You’ve got today off work. Do you really
want to spend it at the mall?
‘‘You’d think everyone would be
exhausted,’’ says Maria Prado, general manager at the Miami International Mall. ‘‘But for
some reason the prospect of deals gives them
a second wind.’’
Sound familiar? Just know you won’t
exactly be lacking in company. Dec. 26 has
traditionally been one of the 10 busiest shopping days of the year, according to the International Council of Shopping Centers, a New
York trade organization.
The Miami International Mall, for one, is
girding for ‘‘fairly heavy traffic’’ today.
‘‘The day after Christmas brings out a different kind of shopper,’’ Prado says. ‘‘You’ve

2119.000
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TURN TO INDONESIA, 16A

yourself for the masses — and get an
early start.

1459.000
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BINSAR BAKKARA/AP

PRAYERS FOR THE SOUL: People in Banda Aceh, Indonesia, pray
during a service for tsunami victims Sunday.
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ENVIRONMENT

Galápagos Islands feel
severe mix of pressures
SMART

•

ISLANDS, FROM 1A

ByX

headed for extinction.
‘‘If the situation remains the
same, it will be catastrophic for the
Galápagos,’’ said Xavier Bustamante, the head of the Natura
Foundation, an Ecuadorean nongovernmental organization that
monitors the country’s protected
lands.
National parks remain one of
Latin America’s main tourist
attractions, with many forests,
beaches, mountains, and deserts
from Venezuela to Peru protected
by laws, presidential decrees or
constitutional provisions. But
these protections often fail or are
usurped by powerful interests.
In places like Colombia, the
government struggles to keep coca
farmers and leftist and rightist
guerrillas out of vast stretches of
parklands. In other places like
Venezuela, government officials
are seeking to build housing for
the poor on natural reserves.
And in the Galápagos, it is Ecuador’s chronic political instability
and endemic corruption that is
fostering its steady erosion. Since
2002, there have been 12 directors
of the Galápagos national park.
The country has had seven presidents since 1997. And the Germany-based watchdog group Transparency International ranks the
governments as among the most
corrupt on the planet.
This instability and corruption
transfers to the Galápagos Islands,
which has 3,100 square miles of
protected lands and about 51,000
square miles of protected ocean
waters.
ENDANGERED SPECIES
There are at least a dozen
endangered species of mammals
and fish on the Galápagos. And
over the past 10 years, fishermen
have nearly depleted the populations of sea cucumber and shark.
Both fetch enormous amounts of
money — up to $3 million for two
months of sea cucumber fishing
alone — because they are considered aphrodisiacs in Asia.
The two main economic interests, fishing and tourism, each
have a representative in the
nation’s congress. And each
blames the other for the ecological
damages.
‘‘The problem isn’t the fisherman,’’ said Rogelio Guaycha, a
congressman from the province
who also heads a local fishing
cooperative. ‘‘What’s killing the
Galápagos is the tourism.’’
Tourist industry representatives dispute these claims.
‘‘Well controlled tourism does
not cause damage,’’ said Alfredo
Serrano, the Galápagos legislator
associated with the tourism and
hotel industries. Serrano blames
the central government for not
controlling the influx of permanent residents.
And neither side seems to want
a strong park service to monitor
their activities. The park’s staff
was cut in half this year, making it
nearly impossible to keep watch
over the 19 islands and surrounding waters.
‘‘We’re a sandwich,’’ said Mario
Piu, who heads the park’s marine
conservation unit. ‘‘We’re always
in between everyone else.’’
Technically, the Participative
Management Board, made up of
representatives from the fishing
and tourism industries, tourist
guides and the independent
Charles Darwin Institute try to
reach consensus on decisions
affecting the islands. But consensus is no easy task, especially
when it has to do with money.
Both fishermen and park officials have protested decisions in
the past by organizing sometimes
violent strikes. One previous park
director reportedly arrived on his
first day of work with an escort of
fishermen who threw rocks at park
rangers protesting his appointment.
‘‘There’s no political coherence
with the Galápagos,’’ said Bustamante who has participated in
some heated board meetings himself. ‘‘The government seems to
have no plan.’’
The fight to save the sea
cucumbers has a particularly political flavor. The fishermen, who
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STORY SO FAR: The
Galapagos Islands is one of
the world’s most important
nature preserves, the place
where Charles Darwin,
noticing how finches had
developed different types of
beaks depending on the
types of food available on the
different islands, came up
with his theory of natural
selection. The islands off the
coast of Ecuador cover an
area slightly smaller than
West Virginia and harbor
numerous unique animal and
plant species.
WHAT NOW: Ecuador’s
political instability — seven
presidents since 1997 — is
having grave effects on the
national park. The park has
had 12 park directors since
2002; And both resident
populations and the number
of tourists are growing to
levels that threaten the park.
For more details on the park, click on
http://www.darwinfoundation.org
/index.html

PHOTOS BY DAVID ROCHKIND/FOR THE MIAMI HERALD

PARKS SERIES
This is the third and last part of a
Miami Herald series of stories on the
slow destruction of national parks in
Latin America.
• The first story showed how
parks in Colombia are caught in a
destructive vise growing out of the
war on drugs. Coca and opium
poppy farmers are clearing parts of
the parks to grow their crops there,
then polluting rivers with the chemicals used to process coca leaves into
coca base. But there’s a fear that the
herbicide sprayed on the fields by a
U.S.-financed program may do even
worse damage to the parks.
• The second part focused on the
dispute sparked by a Venezuelan
government plan to build apartment
blocks for Caracas’ poor on land now
belonging to the Avila park, one of
the country’s iconic images.
• This installment focuses on
Ecuador’s famed Galapagos Islands,
a unique but fragile ecosystem
threatened by political chaos, official
corruption, and too many fishermen
and tourist.

ON THE SEA AND LAND: At top, Jose Olivares climbs back
into his boat after diving to catch fish along the coast
of Santa Cruz Island in the Galapagos Islands. Above,
Milton Torres tends cattle on a farm on Santa Cruz
Island. Below, Olivares prepares his day’s catch for
sale in the local fish market in the town of Puerto
Ayora on Santa Cruz. The town’s population has been
growing rapidly in recent years.

number close to 1,000, have nearly
come to blows with conservationists and park rangers, and leaned
on their political allies in the Ecuadorean capital of Quito to ensure
that a two-month fishing season
remains intact — despite studies
showing that the end of the species
may be near.
For his part, Piu blames most of
the illegal fishing on what he calls
a ‘‘mafia’’ of fishing industry financiers from the mainland, and the
lack of political will in the nation’s
government to crack down on the
financiers.
But fishing is just a part of the
problem.
In the 1960s, there were about
4,000 relatively permanent residents in Puerto Ayora — mostly
scientists, fishermen, and nature
buffs. The town’s population is
now an estimated 16,000 and is
growing at a rate of 7 percent per
year. The other islands have about
15,000 people combined.
WAVE OF VISITORS
With nearly 100,000 visitors a
year, most of the new arrivals
work in the tourist industry, and
there is talk of expanding an airport to accommodate more. But
more tourists mean more infrastructure and more workers to
support them. And the government seems to have little interest
in slowing this pace since tourism
in the Galápagos generates an estimated $40 million per year.
The government maintains
strict control over who enters the
islands, but seems to have little
control once they are here, residents and national park officials
repeatedly told The Miami Herald.
An estimated 5,000 residents came
for the legally approved three
months, then stayed after they
found work in the restaurants,
bars, boats, and farms, officials
here say.
And recently, another threat
has emerged. New housing developments for both the rich and the
poor are starting to spring up
around Puerto Ayora, several of
them along the edges of park
grounds. It seems only a matter of
time, residents say, before the real
estate moguls take a seat at the
table along with the other interest
groups.
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